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Nissan Patrol 4WD Club
General Meetings

2nd Wednesday of each month at the
Veteran Car Club
134 Queens Road, Five Dock
Meeting starts at 8.00 pm
Visitors are welcome

Club mail can be sent to:

Nissan Patrol 4WD Club
PO Box 249
FIVE DOCK NSW 2046

Website & Emails

www.nissanpatrolclub.org
webmaster ‘at’ nissanpatrolclub.org

Facebook

Nissan Patrol 4WD Club of NSW & ACT

Advertising Charges:

Full Page $400 p/a
Half Page $250 p/a
Quarter Page $100 p/a
Business Card $50 p/a
Members Business Card – FREE
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The views expressed in this magazine are not necessarily those of the Nissan Patrol
4WD Club of NSW & ACT Inc. The Club and its officers do not expect nor invite any
person to act or rely on any statement, opinion or advice.
Front Cover: July’s Cape York trip group photo at the Tip.
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NISSAN PATROL 4WD CLUB
OF NSW & ACT INC.
About the Club
The Nissan Patrol 4WD Club was established in 1976 by a group of four-wheel drive enthusiasts
from other clubs interested in pursuing common interests and activities in 4WD'ing, and also aiming
to give the Nissan Patrol its own identity. Although named for the Nissan Patrol, the Club welcomes
all types of four-wheel drives capable of completing our driver training course.
In 2002, the Club fulfilled a long-held dream and purchased its own property of 94 hectares in the
Windellama region near Goulburn. The land is used for Club activities such as bush camping, driver
training and social activities. There is also a dam on the property which provides a reliable source of
water for bush fire fighting.
In May 2006, our initial idea of a large shelter/shed came into fruition and was finally completed.
The shed acts as our bush classroom which allows us to easily host our Driver Training Courses. It
is also the place where we have our Easter, Xmas In July and Club Anniversary weekends, and is
available for free camping by members at any time.
Front
View
Back
View
The club atmosphere is, and always has been, to have fun and develop long lasting friendships from
a wide variety of people from all over Sydney, Canberra and surrounding areas.
The club holds regular driver training days for all members, trips from
one day to several weeks' duration (such as outback trips) and a variety
of social activities.
Club trips are graded depending on the degree of difficulty to cater for all
levels of four-wheel driving. On trips, the traditional “happy hour” and
campfire provide a wonderful setting for swapping yarns, having a quiet
drink and building solid friendships.
We are strongly committed to “Access for All” (except ratbags) in our National Parks and State
Forests, protecting the environment through responsible four-wheel driving and helping to 'Clean-Up
Australia' by cleaning up our bushland.
Since 1980, the Club has been hosting varying types of events for the general public to enjoy in their
4WD’s. In past years there were the annual Nissan Trials, which saw inter-club challenges testing
the driving skills of both individuals and teams.
In line with current community expectation and demand, the Club
is running the Son of Trials at River Island. These events offer
standard road registered vehicle owners, from learner drivers
through to experienced 4WD’ers, to participate in a number of
challenging courses to fine tune their skills and the chance to win
some fantastic prizes.
For further information about the Club, please go to our website at www.nissanpatrolclub.org
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COMMITTEE MEMBERS,
ASSISTANTS & OFFICE BEARERS
8 March 2017 to 14 March 2018
COMMITTEE
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Membership Secretary
Trip Organiser
Training Co-Ordinator
Land Manager
Editor
Social Convener

Kenneth
Bruce
Gillian
Steven
POSITION VACANT
Glenn
Chris
Mark
POSITION VACANT
Stephen

ASSISTANTS
Assistant Membership
Assist Training Co-Ord
Assistant Land Manager
Assistant Editor
Assist Social Convener

POSITION VACANT
Christiaan
Scott
POSITION VACANT
Colleen

OFFICE BEARERS
Publicity Officer
Webmaster
Purchasing Officer
Technical Officer
Equipment Officer
Librarian
Sergeant-at-Arms
Auditor/s

POSITION VACANT
Brett
Michael
Ray
Ross
Paul
Wendy
POSITION VACANT

SON OF TRIALS COMMITTEE
Trials Co-ordinator
Trials Secretary
Trials Assistant

Chris
POSITION VACANT
Christopher

Please contact the President if you would like to join the Committee
and have a part in the running of YOUR Club.
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Ex-Editor’s Report:

POSITION VACANT: EDITOR
For the past 4 years, I have very much enjoyed putting together this
magazine. However, this October Magazine will be my last.
If someone out there would like to have a go at being the New Editor, all you
need is a laptop, some word processing skills and a little imagination.
I send out a big THANK YOU to those who always gave me the support and
encouragement to go on as long as I did.
All future inquiries regarding the magazine should be directed to the
president.
Hope to see you all somewhere on
the tracks.
Keep On Patrolling,
Tania.

T
-----
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-----

-----

-----

-----

-----
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NEW MEMBERS
The Club would like to acknowledge and Welcome the following
New Members who have joined us over the last 3 months.
Frank & Margaret B
Chunguang L, Hailan G, Angie & Mary L

We hope you all have an enjoyable, friendly and fulfilling
time with the Club and stay with us well into the future.

Bell Canvas Australia Pty Ltd takes pride
in producing high quality Australian made
canvas products to suit any commercial
& domestic use.
Choose from a wide variety of products
available or we can custom make
to suit your needs.
Gate 2, 83 Mandalong Close,
Orchard Hills 2748
Phone: 9832 1955

tim@bellcanvas.com.au

www.bellcanvas.com.au
www.facebook.com/bellcanvasaustralia
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 Camper Tops
 Ute Covers
 Shades Sails
 Annexes
 Awnings
 PVC Welding
 Marquees
 Blinds
 Tarps
 Repairs
 Custom Made
 Quality
Materials
 Accessories
 Free Quote
 Friendly
Service
Contact:
Tim Deegan
(Manager)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
We wish the following Club Members a very Happy Birthday.
OCTOBER
3
3
3
5
5
5
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
10
10
10
10
11
12
12
13
13
14
14
14
14
15
16
16
16
16
17
18
19
19
20
20
23
23
24
25
25
25
27
28
28
29
29
31
31

Hania A
Esther G
Constance T
Adam B
Natalie M
Tanya N
Matthew N
Maria P
Jane P
Karen F
Karen H
Laura L
Wendy Y
Brodie L
Julia M
Jody R
Alexandre V
Gemma B
John B
Anthony N
Margaret A
Nuraan R
Nelly C
Ben D
Sophie D
Steven Y
Prity P
Christopher B
John L
Alec R
Reece Y
Marie B
Simon A
Alan L
Elise V
Jamie K
Judy R
Glenys D
Andrew T
Edina B
Michael D
Michael F
Steven S
Jon C
Julie R
Lance S
Sandy H
Thomas S
Chloe K
Fabrice V

2
5
5
6
8
9
11
11
12
13
13
14
14
15
17
17
19
20
22
23
23
25
25
25
25
26
28
28
28
28
30

NOVEMBER
Tracy K
Yvonne K
Susan R
Andrea A
Julie N
Roelof D
Richard C
Hristijan S
John M
Maureen D
Bronwyn P
Harry B
Ross C
Steven R
Petr G
Cody P
Lara D
Glenn R
Sean D
Uwe K
Marysia N
Peter B
Dragana J
Graeme N
Diane T
Chrissy D
Zoey K
Levi N
Hollie N
Jayan P
Danny C
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4
4
4
4
5
6
7
7
7
7
8
10
11
12
12
13
14
17
18
19
20
22
22
25
25
27
28
28
29
29
30
30
31
31
31
31

DECEMBER
David B
David H
Glenn S
Thomas S
Chris R
Jason H
Margaret B
Graeme B
Grant R
Rebecca M
Anthony L
Bronwyn A
Hollie Ne
Allison C
Jacqueline T
Christopher G
Craig R
Allysha L
Abigail O
Kathryn B
Jonathon D
Ull P
Cooper Y
Garry D
Mary L
Teresa R
Ross C
Stephanie C
Kirra C
Mui T
Norma A
David P
Georgia A
Karine C
Sally A
Peter W

THE SCOREBOARD
NRL FOOTY TIPPING COMPETITION
Place

Name

Points

Chris B
Paul W
Tony A
Mitch R
Chris R

286
275
274
271
271

David K
Steve R
Mark C
Jake R
Sharon R
Susan R

269
267
266
266
263
263

15

Jazmine K
Harry B
Tommy K
Scott R

262
261
260
260

16

Glenn S

259

17

Tania S
Fiona S
Bruce R
Peter C
Darren G

258
256
256
255
252

Scott S
Tracy K
Rollanda R
Maya R
Iro S
Rhiannon T
Trevor W
Margaret B
Dave C
Glen T

252
251
251
247
245
236
221
216
205
200

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Your
Team

Final Scores as at 1 October 2017
Congratulations to the Winners and Thank You to everyone who took part.
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WINNERS & PRIZES
FIRST PRIZE:
CHRIS B

SECOND PRIZE:
PAUL W

THIRD PRIZE:
TONY A

WOODEN SPOON:
GLEN T

“Blue Point” 20 in 1 Precision Driver set
Large canvas bag
Small canvas bag
High Lift Jack Cover
Map bag
2 Map pockets ($15 ea)
Hi-Tec Multifunction Mini Jump Starter
2 cans De-Rust
2 cans Degreaser
2 cans Tyre Shine
1 can Carby Cleaner
2 bottles Armor Kote
2 bottles Glass Cleaner
2 Hi-Tec Stubby Holders
2 Hi-Tec Lanyards
2 large & 2 small Hi-Tec Stickers
2 Hi-Tec Tote Bags
“Blue Point” Folding Lock-Back Utility Knife
Small Canvas Bag
High Lift Jack Cover
2 Map pockets ($15 ea)
1 can De-Rust
1 can Degreaser
1 can Tyre Shine
1 bottle Armor Kote
1 bottle Glass Cleaner
1 Hi-Tec Stubby Holder
1 Hi-Tec Lanyard
1 large & 1 small Hi-Tec Stickers
1 Hi-Tec Tote Bag
“Snap-on” High Power COB Pocket Light
Small Canvas Bag
High Lift Jack cover
1 Map pocket
1 can De-Rust
1 can Degreaser
1 can Tyre Shine
1 bottle Armor Kote
1 bottle Glass Cleaner
1 Hi-Tec Stubby Holder
1 Hi-Tec Lanyard
1 large & 1 small Hi-Tec Stickers
1 Hi-Tec Tote Bag
Set of Wooden Spoons
Oven Mitt, Pot Holder & Tea Towel
6 Recipe Cards by Jo Clews
High Lift Jack Cover
1 Map pocket
1 can De-Rust
1 can Degreaser
1 bottle Armor Kote
1 bottle Glass Cleaner
1 Hi-Tec Stubby Holder
1 Hi-Tec Lanyard
1 large & 1 small Hi-Tec Stickers
1 Hi-Tec Tote Bag

TOTAL PRIZE POOL
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PRIZE TOTAL:
$ 494.20

PRIZE TOTAL:
$ 178.10

PRIZE TOTAL:
$ 159.10

PRIZE TOTAL:
$ 95.25

$ 927.25

ON BEHALF OF THE NISSAN PATROL 4WD CLUB,
(Especially the Footy Tippers)
I WOULD LIKE TO SEND A HUGE THANK YOU
TO THE WONDERFUL AND GENEROUS SPONSORS
OF THE FOOTY TIPPING COMPETITION.

RAY & DANNI

TIM & MARIE DEEGAN

MARIO RACKI &
STEPHEN (HARRY) B
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DRIVER TRAINING
The Nissan Patrol 4WD Club provides free driver training to its members, which is included in your
membership fee. The Driver Training Course covers a comprehensive range of topics. Some of
these topics teach you practical driving over a variety of terrain and obstacles. Our courses are
Basic Driver Training, Basic Recovery Techniques, Advanced Driver Training, Advanced
Recovery, and many more.
Before you are permitted on a Club Trip, it is a condition of Club Membership that you complete the
Club Basic Driver Training Course, regardless of your prior 4WD'ing experience.
The Basic Driver Training Course is conducted on our own land near Goulburn, where a range of
purposely built tracks give the course participants a variety of track surfaces. Our Land also has
facilities to conduct other educational functions, such as GPS Operation and First Aid. Our Club
shop is regularly at Driver Training selling top quality recovery gear, 4WD essentials and Club
merchandise at very reasonable prices.
Anyone who wishes to do the Recovery Refresher Course is most welcome to join any Basic
Driver Training Sunday at the Club Land. Our driver trainers are looking forward to all our club
members attending and revising the safety and recovery techniques that make our 4WDriving a
safer and more enjoyable activity for all.
See the Club Calendar for the next Driver Training weekend.

WORKING BEES
Working bees sound like they would be a lot of hard work. BUT, our club working bees usually
have very little work and then you are free to do whatever you want. Regular working bees are
held to help with land maintenance.
At the Land, there is the opportunity to help establish new driver training tracks, assist with the
shed, tank and toilet/shower facilities, collect and cut up firewood, then have a chat around the
fireplace and an excellent Saturday night dinner at “The Loaded Dog” in Tarago.
Please consider helping out at the land, and contact the Land Managers to enable them to
organise work activities and catering.
See the club Calendar for the next Working Bee weekend.

Tvan Camper Trailer Sales & Hire
Contact us:
 To hire a fully equipped Tvan off road camper trailer
 For a demonstration of the Tvan
 To talk about buying a Tvan
Dealer for:
 Track Trailer, Melbourne
Visit us in Canberra or at a caravan & camping show
Check our website for details
INDEPENDENT TRAILERS
ABN: 34 102 155 962

Peter and Catherine, 0412 866 375
www.independenttrailers.com.au
info@independenttrailers.com.au
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SON OF TRIALS
Since the early 1990's,
the Nissan Patrol 4WD
Club was host to the
annual Nissan Trials,
which was an inter-club
challenge testing the
driving skills of both
individuals and teams,
and was one of the
biggest events in the
4WD calendar.
More recently,
we have implemented
the SON OF TRIALS
which is a friendly
competition designed
for standard and
slightly modified 4WD's,
with the emphasis on
fun competition rather
than hard-core action.
The event is held at
River Island near
Mittagong.
For further information
and entry details, check
the Club Calendar at:
www.nissanpatrolclub.org

Photos by Maarten Venter
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The NPC Christmas Party Weekend
When: Saturday, 2nd to
Sunday, 3rd December 2017.
Where: Toowoon Bay Holiday Park,
1 Koongara Street, Toowoon Bay
www.toowoonbayhp.com.au
1800 241 342 or 4332 2834
The festivities will start on
Saturday with Happy Hour at 4pm.
On Sunday, enjoy a catered lunch and a
special guest appearance by Santa Claus who
will be handing out gifts to the children.
The Park camp sites are located close
to the camp kitchen with a large TV.
There is also a pool with toddler’s area,
a kid’s playground with a jumping pillow,
and a short walk to the beach.
Powered camp sites are available from
$38 a night for two people.
Cabins are available for a 2 night minimum
stay from $205 a night for four people.
Visiting for the day only is FREE.
Bookings: Contact Toowoon Bay Holiday Park directly
and remember to say you are with the NPC.
Then contact Harry at social@nissanpatrolclub.org
or 0433 439 404 for catering numbers.
Costs: Adults $20, Kids 5-12 $10, 0-4 Free
Family (2 Adults & 2+ kids) $50
So come along here - to enjoy a beer - & some Christmas cheer
with your friendly peers - from the Nissan Patrol Club.
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CLUB CALENDAR
Included are the dates of NSW School Holidays
to help with your holiday planning.

October 2017
Sat 30th Sept to
Mon, 2nd Oct

LONG WEEKEND AT THE LAND:
Enjoy a relaxing weekend with other members at the Club Land. Drive around the
land during the day and see the local sites, have Saturday dinner at the Dog, watch
a movie or two on Sunday.

Sat 30th Sept to
Mon, 2nd Oct

Willowglen 4x4 Challenge
Tarago near Goulburn - www.tlcc.com.au

Sun, 1st

DAYLIGHT SAVINGS BEGINS:
Remember to turn your clocks 1 hour forward.

Wed 11th

GENERAL MEETING:
Visitors Welcome!
8:00pm at the Veteran Car Club Hall, 134 Queens Road, Five Dock.

Thur, 12th to
Sun. 15th

4WD & Adventure Show:
Sydney Dragway, Eastern Creek - www.4wdshow.com.au/

Wed 25th

COMMITTEE MEETING:
Club Committee Meeting. 8:00pm at Greenacre Citizens Hall, 202 Waterloo Road,
Greenacre. All members welcome!

Sat 28th to
Sun 29th

LAND WORKING BEE: TO BE CONFIRMED
Help is needed with many of the projects happening down on our Land. Great
camping and socialising. Please contact Mark & Scott if you can assist.

November 2017
Wed 8th

GENERAL MEETING:
Visitors Welcome!
8:00pm at the Veteran Car Club Hall, 134 Queens Road, Five Dock.

Fri, 10th to
Sun, 12th

South Coast Caravan Camping & Holiday Expo:
McKay Park, Batemans Bay - www.southcoast.supershow.com.au/

Sat 11th to
Sun 12th

DRIVER TRAINING:
The Club’s free Driver Training is open to all members. You must complete the Basic
Driver Training course before going on a Club trip. To book into driver training or for any
questions contact Chris J
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Wed 22nd

COMMITTEE MEETING:
Club Committee Meeting. 8:00pm at Greenacre Citizens Hall, 202 Waterloo Road,
Greenacre. All members welcome!

Sat 25th to
Sun 26th

LAND WORKING BEE: TO BE CONFIRMED
Help is needed with many of the projects happening down on our Land. Great camping
and socialising. Please contact Mark & Scott if you can assist.

December 2017
Sat 2nd to
Sun 3rd

CHRISTMAS PARTY WEEKEND:
A fun family weekend at Toowoon Bay Holiday Park,
1 Koongara Street, Toowoon Bay. Powered camp sites start from $38 for two nights
for two people. Camp kitchen, pool, jumping pillow, playground and a short walk to
the beach. Caravans & campers welcome. Contact Harry to register your interest.

Wed 13th

GENERAL MEETING:
Visitors Welcome!
8:00pm at the Veteran Car Club Hall, 134 Queens Road, Five Dock.
A short meeting followed by a social Christmas get together.
Bring a plate of nibbles to share.

Sat 16th

DRIVE-IN MOVIE NIGHT:
A Social night at Blacktown Drive-In to see Star Wars: The Last Jedi. Cost is
$12.50 per person per movie. Gates open at 5.30pm, and we are planning to see
the first session starting at 8.30pm. Parking for sessions is allocated on a first-come
first- serve basis. It is advised to purchase your tickets online, as the sessions often
sell out quickly.

Sat 16th to
Sun 17th

DRIVER TRAINING:
The Club’s free Driver Training is open to all members. You must complete the Basic
Driver Training course before going on a Club trip. To book into driver training or for
any questions contact Chris J

Sat 16th to
Mon 29th Jan

NSW School Holidays

MARCH 2018
Fri 30 March to
Mon 2 April
Sat 17th to
Sun 18th
DATE TO BE
CONFIRMED

EASTER WEEKEND:
SON OF TRIALS: IT’S BACK!
This event requires the maximum number of club members to make it a success.
Held at River Island on Wombeyan Caves Road, west of Mittagong. See the website
for more details.
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JUNE/JULY 2018
DATES
TO BE
CONFIRMED

KIMBERLEY REGION, WA:
Grade C/B: We are seeking members who would be interested in doing a 6 week trip
to this region in 2018. This trip is still in the very early stages of planning, but will start
and finish in Alice Springs or Kununurra.
A general itinerary is: Alice Springs to Halls Creek via Tanami Track, to Kununurra
along the Gt Northern Highway (black top), stopping at Bungle Bungles.
From Kununurra to Broome via Gibb River Road, stopping at El Questro, Home Valley,
Mitchell Plateau, Kalumburu, Walcott Inlet, Tunnel Ck, Windjana Gorge, Derby,
Broome, Cape Leveque, Fitzroy Crossing, then returning to Alice Springs along the
Tanami.
For further information, go the club's website or contact trip organiser Murray R

JULY 2018
Tues, 10th to
Thur, 12th

BIG RED BASH:
A 3 day concert with some of the best Rock and Country music entertainers
Australia has produced. Held at the iconic Big Red Sand Dune in the Simpson
Desert.

P&E offer a range of services for
your 4WD including:






Log Book Servicing
Pre Trip Checks
Suspension
Intercooler Upgrade Kits
Engine & Drive Line Upgrades
(Diff Locks, Reduction & Overdrive Gears)
 Plus Much More
We are also a retailer for
Mickey Thompson Tyres.

Call us or call in today for a quote or booking.
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TRIP LEADERS & NEW TRIPS
4WD trips are the heart of our Club and we need more trips and more Trip Leaders. Trips
can be for a day, weekend or even longer.
If you've found a special place with great tracks, views, natural features, walks or a terrific
camping spot then why not share it with like-minded friends from the Nissan Patrol 4WD
Club who enjoy getting out into the bush as much as you do.
Alternatively, you could organise a non-4WD event such as a winery tour, river cruise,
scenic walks around Sydney or to places of historic interest.
If you would like to lead a trip, please contact the Trip Organiser,
Glenn S
Trip Co-ordinator
Nissan Patrol 4WD Club of NSW & ACT Inc.

BOOKING ON A CLUB TRIP
You are required to book in on any Club trip you wish to attend by contacting the Trip
Leader. Introduce yourself and discuss with them your vehicle capabilities and level of
driving skills. Leave a contact number. You must reconfirm your participation in the trip a
few days before departure. If you must cancel, contact the trip leader at the earliest
possible time, so reserves can take your place and no-one is waiting for you where mobile
phones don’t work.

IMPORTANT NOTE
Personal Information Forms must be filled out, put in a sealed envelope and placed in your
vehicles glove box for ALL TRIPS. Forms must be filled out for every person on the trip.
These forms will only be used if you are in a medical emergency.
Longer trips for a week or more, forms must be filled out in triplicate.
The first copy is to be held in your own vehicle.
The second copy is to be held by the lead vehicle.
The third copy is to be held by another vehicle in your convoy.
These forms will be handed back at the end of your trip.
It is also very important that the Trip Leader make sure this is done before heading off on
your trip. Please remind the Trip Leader if nothing is said.
Personal Information Forms can be found on the Club’s Website.
(To find these forms on the Website, go to Member’s Zone,
Click on “Online Forms”, then “Personal Information Form”,
Then click on the link to download.)

“We want you to enjoy your trip, but your safety comes first.“
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TRIP CLASSIFICATION
A

This class of trip is considered to be extremely difficult. Participants will have to be experienced at
travelling over difficult terrain. Winching and/or towing will almost definitely be required. Participants
will be required to bring along a certain amount of recovery equipment. The trip leader will have the
right to reject a request from someone who is considered under-experienced.

B

This type of trip is considered a moderate to difficult trip. Some winching and/or towing will almost
certainly be required. Under extreme weather conditions this trip could develop into a Class “A” trip.

C

This classification is considered a moderate trip. Various sections of this trip will require cautious
driving in order to negotiate it, but in most circumstances, winching should not be necessary. Under
extreme weather conditions this trip could develop into a Class “B” trip.

D

This trip is considered a relatively easy trip. It is unlikely that any winching and/or towing will be
required.

E

This trip is considered very easy with little or no four-wheel driving involved. This type of trip will
usually consist of either an easy-to-get-to base camp or a series of scenic tours.

W

Definitely, the most hideous of all trip classification, where you actually need to get out of your vehicle
and walk to the desired destination.

UHF CB RADIO CHANNEL ALLOCATION
USED FOR

CHANNEL/S

COMMENTS

Calling
(Established by law)

11

To call or locate another station. Parties then switch to a conversation
channel.

Conversations

9
12-17
19-21
24-30
39

Used for conversation between stations.

Highway
Communications

40

Mainly used by truck drivers and other highway users.

Caravaners,
Campers

18

Holiday Maker's communication channel. (eg when in convoy)

4WDrivers

10

Used by 4WD enthusiasts, clubs, convoys and in national parks.

Emergency Calling
(Established by law)

5

Can be used by anyone in an emergency situation only.

Repeaters

1-8
31-38

In duplex mode repeaters need two channels to work. Receives on
channels 1-8. Transmits on channels 31-38 automatically. When
within range of a repeater, it will increase the communication
difference. Operation in simplex mode on these channels is not
permitted when in range of a repeater.

Data Transmissions
(Established by law)

22, 23

No voice transmissions allowed on these two channels.
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CONVOY PROCEDURE
For the benefit of new members and as a reminder to old members, convoy
procedure on any NISSAN CLUB outing is as follows:


The trip leader will ensure that the group on the outing is self-sufficient and should
only call on outside bodies for assistance with recovery as a last resort.



No driver will drive in a manner - or at a speed - that could endanger himself or any
other person or vehicle.



In hazardous areas it is the responsibility of the following driver to ensure that the
previous vehicle has passed through the hazard before proceeding.



It is the responsibility of all drivers to maintain (visual) contact with the following
vehicle, especially at intersections.



Persons leaving the convoy must notify the Trip Leader and, if possible, give details
of their intentions.



On trips including two or more vehicles, each vehicle will remain in a designated
position in the convoy and not overtake the vehicle in front unless the driver of that
vehicle slows down and signals the overtaking vehicle to pass.



It is the responsibility of the Trip Leader to ensure that all drivers of all vehicles in
the convoy are aware of any deviations in the route.



No driver will park or drive in the reverse direction to the hazard of other vehicles.



If a driver is trying to contact the rest of the group he will turn on his headlights. This
is the signal for the rest of the drivers to stop.



All gates must be left in the manner in which they are found. The second vehicle in
the convoy must pull over and wait for all vehicles to pass and then rejoin the
convoy after ensuring that the gate is left as it was found.



When any form of recovery is in progress all those not directly involved in the
rescue operations must keep well clear and at a safe distance.



Parents are particularly asked to keep their children at a safe distance.



The use of radio transmitters does not replace convoy procedure.

The trip leader will remind all drivers that convoy procedure should be
followed before moving off.
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2017 Cape York Trip
Trip Leader:
Trip Grade:
Timing:

Steve H
B (Incl. deep river crossings, very rough/corrugated roads and boggy/slippery conditions)
22nd June – 13th July

Trip Description
“To maximise our time on the Cape” (in between work and all the other things that get in the way of travel).
From Cairns we will drive to Daintree and either up the CREB or Bloomfield Track and past the Lion’s Den.
From here it’s up to Elim Beach and the coloured sands. After a camp in Lakefield NP we’ll visit Bathurst
Head and return through Kalpowar Crossing on the way across to Musgrave Roadhouse. From here we’ll
drive up through Coen and Archer River before heading to Iron Range NP to visit the Lockhart River, Chilli
Beach and Cape Weymouth. Then it’s across Frenchman’s Track to Batavia Downs before heading north
again through Moreton Telegraph Station and Bramwell Junction to tackle the OTT. We’ll get to see the old
vehicle crossing on the south side of the Jardine River before a bit of back tracking to grab a ride on the ferry
across the Jardine. We’ll continue north to our camp at Loyalty Beach for a few days rest and visit the tip,
etc., while we’re there.
On the way south, we’ll visit the Vrilya coast and Captain Billy Landing on opposite sides of the cape. Rejoining the OTT on the south side of Gunshot after Capt. Billy, we’ll then head west from Batavia and take a
look at Weipa if time permits and stay a night at Merluna Station. Out to the Old Archer Crossing in Mungkan
Kandju NP then onto Laura via Coen, Musgrave & Hann River Roadhouses. A visit to the Palmer River
Goldfields Resource Reserve and Maytown ruins is in order on our way through to Mt Carbine and then our
last night together at the Undara Lava Tubes. It’s expected that we’ll cover around 8500kms from Sydney to
Sydney between 18th June and 16th July.
Participants
Vehicle One:
Vehicle Two:
Vehicle Three:
Vehicle Four:
Vehicle Five:
Vehicle Six:
Vehicle Seven:

Steve, Sandy & Jason H
Scott, Maya, Jake & Mitch R
Ken & Colleen I
Tanya, Matthew and Hollie N
Jamie K
Marcel C
Mark & Kay H

(GU Patrol Wagon)
(D40 Navara)
(D-Max)
(GU Patrol Wagon)
(GU Patrol Ute)
(GU Patrol Dual Cab Ute)
(GQ Patrol Wagon)

Pre-trip
Like any big trip this one was no different in its preparation - Oils, bearings, hoses, coolant, shocks, brakes,
drive belts wiper blades, polish the hub caps and a full service of everything else mechanical to ensure the
return to civilisation is a possibility.
There are 3 people in the mighty GU for this trip so a different packing strategy was required to make a rear
seat available. Everything will come into good use. Three square tubs for food and cooking stuff, rear draws
for the tools and some parts and some food too. 55 litres of water in a poly tank on top of the draws, a fridge
on a slide full of great tucker, recovery gear under the front seats, a revamped Roothy first aid kit on the
floor. Then up top the we have the tent, a swag, 2 x 4WD mattresses, a 4kg gas bottle, the 2nd spare wheel
and a toolbox with the chainsaw, spare filters, shocks, oils, buckets and assorted bits’n’pieces.
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Days 1 to 4 - The trip to Cairns – 18th to 21st June 2017
Start Odometer:
0kms
Day Minus Four
Today’s Travel: 597kms
The aim for our first day was to get out of Sydney and hit Moree by mid-afternoon in a leisurely Sunday drive.
We headed off at around 6:15am with 2 vehicles in our convoy, up the M1 and Hunter Expressway and onto
Singleton for morning tea. A stop for lunch at Gunnedah had us arrive in Moree at 3:15pm. We decided to
refuel and clean the screens before heading to the Mehi River Tourist Park for the night. Here we met up
with Marcel and then went and jumped into the outdoor spa. A quick check of the cars and all’s well for the
morning. Cabins were the choice for accommodation tonight.
Day Minus Three
Today’s Travel: 619kms
After a cool night we rose to another perfectly clear day and were ready to head off at 7am towards
Carnarvon Gorge NP where we were staying for the night. The place is called Takarakka which is a private
property and well established camping area catering for all types of camping. Morning tea for us was at St
George, on the river which was lovely.
At morning tea we noticed Marcel had some oil dripping from under his car and a quick look found that his
intercooler inlet pipe had come off and made a hell of a mess. A good clean and reassembly with tight hose
clamps sorted out the problems so we could continue on trouble free.
Lunch at Roma in the park at the information centre was a welcome break at around 1pm today. We headed
off at around 1:45pm and arrived at camp around 5pm. A great road with plenty of road trains moving both
directions. We counted 189 road kills from St George to Carnarvon NP.
Day Minus Two
Today’s Travel: 648kms
It was another cold morning as we rose to 2 degree’s aiming for our planned 8am departure. A walk down
to the creek behind the campsite revealed a beautiful outlook and the source of the flowing water we were
hearing through the night, a lovely little rapid. We were all packed and ready to roll by 8:15am and we set
off for the short run to Rolleston to fuel up and buy a coffee at the park. Profits from the $5 coffee go to
maintaining the park and its furniture which were really nice. We moved off after refuelling at around 10am
and stopped for lunch at Capella at around 12:30pm. There were still 450kms to go for us to get our
destination of Charters Towers for the night. The Gregory Development road was in reasonable condition
and we maintained an average of about 100km/h most of the way. We saw more dead tyres than dead
animals on this section of the road. We were about 50kms from Beylando Crossing and we came up on a
wide load heading the same direction as us, oh this was going to be a slow ride. Luckily there were two
fantastic Pilots who arranged for us to get past at the appropriate and safe time. The handheld in one hand
and the in-car UHF in the other and we managed to communicate with everyone. We were all past and on
our way with much thanks to our newest Pilot friends. Beylando was a planned stop for a loo break and we
worked out that the wide load would have been 8 minutes behind us by the time we pulled up, so with
military precision we were in and out in no time (even with paying a $2 fee to get a security code to get into
the toilets!!). Underway again and we had an ETA of around 5:30pm into camp which we made. A little way
up the road we had two birds flying along with us at roof height for about 600 metres, we were all doing
80km/h and it was a great sight to see. Our camp spot was a tight spot in the corner of the Charters Towers
Tourist Park in amongst a heap of caravaners. Our late arrival saw us set up and cook dinner as night was
falling.
Day Minus One
Today’s Travel: 441kms
It was a much warmer night last night, but did cool down in the early hours as we slept. We were welcomed
with a light dew and a perfectly clear day again. All ready to set off at 8am as planned, we moved out onto
the main road for the run into Townsville and onto a morning tea break at about 10:30am at Bushy Park Rest
Area. This is a very nice place that you can also stay at for up to 48 hours that’s about 20 minutes north of
Townsville on the Bruce Highway. The run up from Ingham to Cairns was very slow with lots of road works
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and rain towards to the later part of our trip. We got into camp at around 3:45pm and we were glad we had
done a few extra km’s the day before to get into Charters Towers. With our arrival and check in we found
our cabin and went in search of the rest of our travellers. Everyone had arrived and we met up for a chat
and drink before heading to the showers for a clean up in preparation to watching the State of Origin tonight.
This saw the end of our trip to the starting point and the reason we came together, The Cape!! In total we
had travelled 2305kms to this point (2477.75kms according to the GPS).
Day One – Cairns to Bloomfield
Today’s Travel: 207kms
After the Blues were defeated by QLD and about 4mm of rain overnight we woke to a perfect day for our trip
up the coast from Cairns. A briefing with the group with the obligatory welcome to the trip went ahead on
schedule and we left the front of the camp at about 8:20am. Our plan was to head north on the Captain
Cook Highway past Port Douglas and onto Daintree Village for morning tea. We had a hell of time getting
out of Cairns due to the traffic and round-abouts, etc. Once out of town we all regrouped and continued on.
It was a great drive up the twisty coast road without a cloud in the sky. The ocean was muddy looking so no
picture perfect photos today. Daintree Village is a nice little place and we were there before any crowds and
bus tours came through, so it was pretty quiet. A browse through the shops and few souvenirs for the
collection, the mandatory “real” coffee and we headed up to North Daintree to find the start of the CREB
track. While the CREB was closed, we still wanted to find the start of it and get some photos.

It was a 45km round trip from the village to the start of the CREB and back. From here we headed to the
Daintree Ferry and paid our $14 for the one way crossing. The ferry is quite big taking 21 vehicles, so we all
fitted on without any trouble along with a bus, a couple of other travellers and a few locals. We headed for
Cape Tribulation for lunch at Dubuji at about 2:20pm. They have a lovely picnic area, toilets, access to the
beach and the info. centre. Underway again by 3pm and we were heading to our camp at the other end of
the Bloomfield track, Bloomfield Beach Campgrounds, stopping to take in the view at Alexandra Range
Lookout on the way. The Bloomfield track was in good condition and dry all the way. We crossed about 8
creeks and climbed up and down the mountains through the rain forest and with the ocean on our right all
the way. A couple of the climbs and descents were very steep with low traction. We came out at Wujal
Wujal across the Bloomfield River bridge and onto the camp at 4:15pm with plenty of light to set up camp.
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Day Two – Bloomfield to Elim via Cooktown
Today’s Travel: 151kms
It was an interesting night at camp as 4 heavy cloud banks moved through and dropped half a dozen drops
on us in the cover of darkness. Nothing to worry about though, it almost dried as it fell with the temperature
up here. We got up with the alarm at 6am and the call of nature, although I’m not sure now what was first.
The day was overcast but not cold with the temperature just right. Everyone was up and about with the
flurry of activity that we were becoming accustomed to in the mornings. We were heading back to where
we came from this morning to see Bloomfield Falls which we’d passed yesterday afternoon, it was about
12km’s from camp and we were all on the move at 8am on the dot. The falls surprised many of us with its
grandeur and force as it fell about 80 metres to the floor of the valley. We had plenty of photo opportunities
and were lucky to see the sun come up the valley and
shine on the falls as they cascaded down.
Marcel had a joke that he saw a croc on a rock and then
in the madness of everyone scanning the rocks we did
actually see a croc on a rock. Sandy pointed it out and it
was a couple of metre long fresh water one. Wow, what
a highlight.

Back to the cars after the short return walk from the falls and we were back up past our camp site from last
night and heading for the Lions Den for morning tea then onto Cooktown. It was a bit early to have a beer at
the Lions Den so we just went for coffee and cake which were pretty good.

On the way to Cooktown we just had to pull over at the Black mountain lookout and take some photos of the
mountain made of rocks. What an interesting outcrop.
Venturing into Cooktown we stopped at the cemetery and
arranged to meet back there at 1:30pm giving everyone
2.5hours to explore the town. We regrouped and headed
off towards Hope Vale and onto Elim Beach Camp. There
are no real signs in town so we went with the gut feeling on
direction and which roads to take and found the way
through the Elim Road and onto the campsite. The road
from Hope Vale was really good with most of it tar, even
when we hit the dirt it was a very good road.
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Following the signs to the camp we found our way in and went to the office to sign in and pay our $10 PP
fee’s. They were really easy going, we could camp anywhere, collect any timber, light a fire where we liked
and have a shower & toilet break too. We got to camp at about 3pm and set up before going for a walk on
the beach and then collecting our chairs, wine and beer to set up on the beach for the sunset. It was
magnificent! The tide was dead low when we arrived and came in very fast over a couple hours before the
sun set. Back to camp and on with dinner. Mark and Kay collected some fire wood for us for the after dinner
gathering. It was a warm night again, but with a soft breeze, was very comfortable. The mozzies were out
but not too bad. We settled into the fire and enjoyed the night.

LOOKING AT THE SUNSET FROM ELIM BEACH CAMPGROUNDS
Day Three – Elim to Kennedy Bend Campground (Lakefield NP)
Today’s Travel: 133kms
More rain over night had us running for cover in the early evening, but it went away as fast as it came. The
rain came again through the night and was quiet heavy at times. It was a nice morning to pack up but
everything was wet from the rain. The sand had an amount of black soil in it which turned to black mud as
we packed up. I’m sure it’ll dry and brush off when we set up tonight. We set off at 8:05am and headed for
the coloured sands which were only a couple of hundred metres down a track from the campsite.
Unfortunately it was a full tide so there was no way to get along the beach by car or on foot to the sands
themselves and chose to look from a distance through the lens of our cameras.

Back into the cars and we headed back to Hope Vale on route to Lakefield NP. There was a large python
sunning on the road and we all took photos on the way past. We made our way along Battlecamp Rd which
was in extremely good condition with sections of tar and dirt all the way through to the Ranger Station. Along
the way we stopped at Isabella Falls for some photos and a look around and then Lake Emma for our morning
tea break about 10:20am.
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Jamie had a water leak coming from his aluminium tank under the tray. It had split along the welded seam.
A quick chat about a possible solution had two to choose from, silicon or metalweld (& a job for later on).
Underway again and we only had about 20kms to go before crossing the Laura River and stopping to look
through the Old Laura Homestead. It was great to see the old buildings and dreaming of how they used to
live in the old days.

It was up to the camp at Kennedy Bend from here where we arrive at a leisurely 1:00pm. We booked camps
1, 2 and 3, but all of us camped at site #3 which had heaps of room and water hole down a large bank to
explore. There was a croc slide on the far side and it was certainly croc country in the brackish water. We
all set up and enjoyed some fishing and exploring around the campsite. Jake caught the first fish after not
too long and then Jason catch the next. There were no more fish to be seen from the water hole. It was a
great afternoon for happy hour which we all enjoyed. A fire was in order tonight so we collected some wood
and set a great fire. Dinner for everyone as the night fell and we settled in around the fire. The campsite
was right beside the main road but the traffic had stopped by about 4pm with only half a dozen cars. It was
an unbelievably clear night and the Milky Way seemed really close.

Day Four – Kennedy Bend to Bathurst Head
Today’s Travel: 104kms
After a warm night and great fire we awoke to a coolish but clear morning. The routine of packing was
underway again and in full swing by 6:30am for our 8am departure. We didn’t have far to go today and we
weren’t sure what to expect of the roads. Up to Kalpowar Crossing Campground to refill some water tanks
and then across the Normanby River and headed north out of the National Park. A few stops for photos at
some of the billabongs along the way kept us busy trying to find crocs. Our morning tea today was along the
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way after we’d turned off towards Bathurst Head, there is a couple of camp sites on the Marrett River and
we found a place to pull over on the water’s edge for a cuppa.

We set off after our short break for the rest of the day’s journey at about 11am. It was only about 40kms on
to camp. The road from here was great with a mix of bush tracks, mud flats and sand sections. There were
quite a few by-pass tracks as the main track had become inundated with water from the high tides and were
too boggy to cross. We went through a few bog holes and found the base was very firm and posed no
problems. We found the campsite at about 2:30pm and explored it before deciding where to set up for the
night. The far end was better as it was near the beach and in an open area with clear view of the Princess
Charlotte Bay.

The beach was made of tiny shells and the rocks at the end of the beach covered in oysters. It was hot, with
a slight breeze. There were some amazing rock formations at the head land to explore too. We had another
fire tonight and set up the toilet again for us all to use. The fire was great tonight and the day cooled off as
we prepared and ate dinner before sitting at the fire until we hit the sack.

Day Five – Bathurst Head to Kalpowar Crossing
Today’s Travel: 76kms
The wind came up overnight and caused havoc with our canopies and the roof top tent of Tanya & Matthew.
The toilet stayed standing though!! We all got some sleep after the wind died and it was a very pleasant night
to rest. The day dawned clear and the ocean was beautiful as the tide came in over the sand flats. We
departed camp at 7:58am for the short drive back to Kalpowar Crossing Campgrounds.
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The first part of the drive took us back out
through the forest and mud flats, using the bypasses as we went. The tide had been high last
night so there was more water on the track
today. The mud holes had a firm base so we
negotiated them all easily.
The Navara caught a log on the exit of one
particularly boggy wet hole that had been
filled with logs to get everyone through. No
damage done so we moved on. There was a bit
of movement on the roads this morning as we
headed out through the one lane track. A
party of 3 were 10 minutes in front of us and a
single car and trailer about a minute. We met
3 cars on their way in and they pulled to the
side for us, which was great. Being Monday
the road workers were back at it and we met
several tippers, a backhoe and a grader along
the way as we were heading to our morning
tea break at the washed out Merrett River
bridge about 30kms from our campsite for the
night.

We got to camp early again (about 11am) which gave us a chance to do some clothes washing, re-packing, a
good check of the cars and many hours to explore the surrounds and wet a line. We found our pre-booked
campsites #1-#3 and everyone found a spot to set up with plenty room. Cloths lines popped up everywhere
and everyone went about their business. Jamie split some wood for our fire tonight, Jason went for a fish,
and many hit the showers.

Tanya was crook today and not improving, so we were all concerned about her. A few of us were confronted
with baby taipan snake on the banks of the river. It was a beautiful river, but we were very aware of those
“snapping handbags” that had been seen in recent times here. A great fire and some charades with Hollie
kept us entertained for hours. Tanya was still not well as we went to bed.
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Day Six – Kalpowar Crossing to Archer River Roadhouse
Today’s Travel: 264kms
Around 1am Matt and Tanya had decided that it was time to call the ambulance for Tanya as her condition
had worsened and she was in a huge amount of pain down her right side. Out with the Sat. phone and onto
000 had the emergency services picking up Tanya at around 3:30am for a trip to the Laura Medical facility for
examination. Matt and Hollie stayed with us until later in the morning and we bid them a fond farewell as
they went down to Laura to meet Tanya. Sadly we weren’t sure when we would see them again on the trip.
We all moved out of camp at 8:15am this morning to start our longest distance drive of the trip to Archer
River. The first part of the trip was across the Lakefield NP to Musgrave where we had morning tea and
refuelled the cars at around 10:30am. Diesel was $1.54/ltr and Unleaded was $1.58/ltr. A quick look around,
some photos after morning tea and we were on our way again.

It was 109kms to Coen where we planned to have a lunch break. The roads have all been much better than
expected and we have been able to make good ground on this longer drive. Coen is a small town made
famous for the ‘S’Exchange Hotel and we found a thriving little town with a pub, supermarket, toilets and
mechanical repair shop.

Jamie had found a great spot down on the Coen River when he was through a couple of years back and was
able to direct us all there for a shady, sandy beach on the river which was beautiful. After lunch at around
1:30pm we headed for the final stop of the day at Archer River. We found Archer River a large roadhouse
with a bar and kitchen and well equipped camp ground. We arrived at about 3:30pm and were glad we
weren’t any later as the camp grounds were filling up quickly. We needed a bit of space for our party of 6
vehicles. A quick call to Matt and Tanya found their phones out of range, so we didn’t know what was going
on with Tanya. After setting up we wandered down to the river because we saw lots of people heading there
with towels and swimmers which took our curiosity. There was a fantastic swimming spot in perfectly clear
fast running water just down from the camp where most of the camp was found. We met a couple who had
been travelling to the Cape for many years and swapped stories, but more importantly gained a heap of
knowledge about the tracks we were heading out on over the coming days.
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To our surprise and excitement, we saw Tanya, Matt & Hollie were set up in camp when we came back from
the river. Tanya had improved with some treatment and was free to travel again so they were able to rejoined us!! Dinner tonight for all but Jamie was at the roadhouse with the famous Archer burger the most
selected item. It was good, very good, to have a real hamburger!! A chat at camp and few videos from our
new found friend had our excitement levels up for what was ahead. It was a warm dry night.

Day Seven – Archer River to Chilli Beach
Today’s Travel: 163kms
Today started like the rest with a 6am wake up call followed by pack up and breakfast. We had a quick team
meeting to talk about today’s activities before we lined up in our convoy order in the carpark of the
roadhouse. We set off at about 8am and were heading for Portland Roads road and the trek out to Chilli
Beach for the night. We picked up a shortcut track from the PDR through to Portland Roads road which
turned out to be a long cut with some track building through washouts and side tracks through the bush to
get through.

We came out onto Portland Roads road and followed it through to the Pascoe River where we parked up and
had a morning tea break and roamed around the river edge (very carefully!!). From here we meandered up
and over the Great Divided Range, past Mt Tozer where we stopped and had a walk to the lookout.

On from there we continued to the Lockhart River community for some fuel and a bit of shopping (No ladies,
not dress shopping!). They have one shop in this totally dry Aboriginal community that does everything and
I must say, it was really well stocked up.
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The guys getting fuel had to battle with the credit card prepaid pump and guess how much they’d need to
buy. I think the whole town came to the shop area when we came in as the crowd grew to large numbers.
It was a bit daunting as we couldn’t understand their language and we didn’t understand their way of life,
nor did they with us. We left the main street and headed to the airport on the way out of town to visit the
WWII memorial and read about how Lockhart River became involved in the war. We had lunch at about
1:45pm at the WWII memorial which is an open display at the airport parking area.

Back to the Chilli Beach road and we found ourselves in and out of rainforest, up and down over the
mountains again and finally on the beach at the National Park Campgrounds. It was windy !! and with a little
rain around. Still, the temperature was 27 deg. so we managed pretty well. The campgrounds are spread
out and you have your choice to camp on the beach front or in the thick vegetation strip behind. The later
was much more protected from the wind and rain. We were spread out a little in our campsites, but still
managed a fire and after dinner gathering.

Day Eight – Chilli Beach to Bramwell Junction via Frenchman’s
Today’s Travel: 158kms
Wow, what a great day of driving we had. The night was wet and windy and the noise through the palm
tree’s was unbelievable. Whilst it didn’t rain that much during the night the heavens opened in the early
hours and during our pack up, so most things got wet. That behind us, we set off towards the start of the
Frenchman’s Track with lots of anticipation of what was to come. It was raining most of the way from camp
until we turned off Portland Roads road onto the track. It seemed that we would have the whole place to
ourselves as there were no other cars in sight. We headed towards the Pascoe River on the eastern end of
the track and got through some deep ruts on the way. Marcel managed to get himself stuck as the rear end
slipped into a deep rut so the first recovery of the trip came up today. A bit of jacking and a maxtrax or 2 had
him going again. The Robertson’s Navara was going well through the tougher parts, so all was good. We
stopped while Marcel was recovered and while we were waiting we heard a baby crying and couldn’t believe
it. We’re in the middle of no-where and as we walked down the track towards the noise we came across a
young lady walking with her baby strapped to her chest. She had camped at the Pascoe overnight after
crossing it in the late afternoon heading East. Her husband was going to pick her up after he packed up and
drove the track. Marcel got out OK and we continued to the Pascoe having a morning tea break on route (in
the rain which had caught up to us by now). Some rental fourbies came past and asked about the crossing,
they just wanted to watch…. We all prepared for the crossing at morning tea and then headed down the last
few kms to the last drop before the crossing. We had a few cars in front of us which enabled us to see the
lines they took. The second last car in their party gave it a red hot go and managed to break a rear diff in his
Prado, so after the recovery and their last car we headed across. Our lead car got through then Jamie, then
the Robbo’s Navara (which we decided to tow through the rocks on the exit so as not to damage it) got
through OK, then Marcel, Ken, Tanya and Mark all got through with no problems at all. It’s places like this
that sorts the “men from the boys”!
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The climb out from the Pascoe was rough and steep but had great traction and a slow pace helped everyone.
We continued onto the Wenlock for a late lunch at 3:05pm before heading up the 45 deg dirt climb out of
the river bed. We had to help the Nav. with a tow from half way up as it was lifting wheels through the holes
and loosing all traction (thanks to Ken for the snatch and tow. That little D-Max comes in handy sometimes).
On top again and heading along the straight road marked as the
Frenchman’s we encountered many bog holes and by-passes.
It was “choose your own adventure” at many as there were
several tracks around each. The lead car went into one and
came to abrupt halt in about 800mm of muddy water but
managed to reverse out under their own steam and take the
group another way.
Tanya almost made it through a deep bog hole but just missed
out getting the end by about 1.5m. Ken to the rescue again in
the D-Max with a snatch and tow combined to get both cars
through two bog holes in a row still attached to each other. We
hit the end of the Frenchman’s where it come out on the PDR
at about 4:15pm. Not a bad effort and a great drive by all. We
had about 56kms to drive to Bramwell where we were heading
into the Tourist Park for the night. Tanya and Matt had chewed
out the front panhard rod bushes so they were having a few
problems keeping a straight line but managed to limp into
camp. The camp was huge, it had a bar, restaurant, live music
and most importantly, hot showers!! We all paid and were
shown to our camping area. All in all a great day.
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Day Nine – Bramwell Junction to Delhunty River on the OTT
Today’s Travel: 107kms
We decided to have a relaxing start to the day after a late arrival into camp last night and to allow everyone
else to move through Palm Creek before we got there. The live music through to 11:30pm helped us stay up
enjoying ourselves too. We broke camp at 10:15am and headed to the Bramwell Roadhouse to refuel and
regroup after a few of our party went ahead to join the fuel que. After a wander around and a refuel we
headed off down the OTT in anticipation of the Palm Creek crossing. As we approached we found the original
crossing which was too steep to get down and also up on the other side. It looked like no-one had used it for
a few days. There were also a group of cars further down the track and this revealed the crossing that
everyone was now using. Just as we arrived a 79 series dual cab had been winched forward from the bog
leading down to the creek. He’d been there for over an hour and a half and had 3 snatch straps broken trying
to get him out. There were 7 cars in front of us at the crossing and it was getting churned up more with every
one.

We had decided that the Navara wouldn’t make it through and we would not have the room for a recovery
to drag it out, so we were going to give it a miss. As we were walking back to our cars, which we parked
100m back up the track, a patrol from another party got stuck in the bog down to his sills. Our decision was
a good one. There is a track on the HEMA coming off the PDR not to far up from Bramwell that we headed
for and found. It was a great track which took us back to the OTT just north of Palm and Alice Creeks so we
didn’t miss too much of the OTT at all. This was aptly name “Hoggy’s Rear Passage”. Back on the OTT and we
settled into the drive. The track was in good condition and we stopped at North Alice for lunch before taking
the crossing and continuing on. We decided to head onto the Delhunty River for the night.
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There is a nice little camp ground about 7kms in from the main track. We passed a little track around where
the campsite was marked on the HEMA but decided to continue on to see if it was further along. As it turned
out we had to return about 3kms back to that little track and the campsite was about 200m down from the
intersection. We set up in a large area and collected some wood for the fire. The toilet was set up and we
explored the river as the rain came across again. We’d been in and out of rain all day again today. The
weather pattern bringing light rain in waves again through out the day (just when we thought we’d seen the
end of it). Everything was wet again after a dry out overnight at Bramwell. The fire was great again tonight
after the rain had passed. Hollie cooked some popcorn on the fire, Jamie cooked his dinner in the coals and
we all ate very well again. The marshmallows came out and everyone enjoyed the little sweets! The stars
came out to clear sky’s before we went to bed.

Day Ten – Dulhunty River Camp to Bridge Creek (Nolan’s Brook)
Today’s Travel: 84kms
A little more rain overnight had a few items damp for the pack up this morning. Jamie made a banana bread
on the morning’s fire that we shared during the day. We packed up and were ready to leave at about 8am
and had a good laugh as we were trying to fold the toilet tent up without much luck. Ken managed to get it
to work and we got it in the bag before it escaped us again. We made our way out the 7kms to the OTT again
and turned left to head north and continue our journey. The first creek was Bertie and we got through well
a sharp right hander to run along the rocks and then across the creek. Along a bit further we came to Gunshot
and watched as a few others came down the sheer drop off.

No-one wanted to drop off the edge so we found another track down and around the drop off and came into
the creek for a short drive and then out the other side up a muddy clay bank. We got 4 cars through unassisted
and then the Navara came through with Scotty at the wheel. He would have made it up too, if it wasn’t for
the tree at the top………ouch. Just shows that with enough momentum you can get anywhere, just got to
control it and know where your wheels are pointing.
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THE
TREE

We hooked up the snatch and towed him up the rest of the way, go the other cars through and then checked
out the damage on the Navara. It was OK to continue and had only moved the bulbar a little and bent the
wing a bit. We decided that it would be best to try and straighten the bar so the wheel wouldn’t get caught
and this worked treat as it popped the bar out to the normal position again.
Continuing on we got through Cockatoo and Sailor Creeks on the way to a swim at Fruit Bat Falls by around
12:30pm. After a swim and lunch we headed off up the northern section of the OTT at 2:30pm.

Passing the Elliott Falls track we continued to Sam, Mistake, Cannibal and Cypress Creeks. We all got across
the log bridge at Cypress with Jason guiding our wheel placement. We needed to recover the Navara one
more time and the D-Max too. Between Cypress and Nolan’s Brook we came across a couple of interesting
crossings that had us working to get across and just before Nolan’s was a swampy section to get through.
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The lead vehicle got a flat front left tyre just as we arrived at camp, so everyone chipped in and changed it
pretty fast. It was a long day with lots of crossings and recoveries and we finally made it into camp at 6pm.
Camping on the south side we found just enough space for everyone. Tanya and Matt had lost their factory
rear locker operation during the day and it remains a mystery as to the cause. No fire tonight as we have no
room for it in amongst our tents and cars. We did set the dunny up again though, nice for all to have a comfy
seat…

Day Eleven – Bridge Creek (Nolan’s Brook) to Loyalty Beach
Today’s Travel: 91kms
We woke up to a damp morning after rain again overnight, but thankfully it wasn’t cold. We weren’t the 1st
over the Nolan’s this morning even though we left at 8am. A guy came through on a motor bike that stopped
half way across. He had to push it through. We were up next and it was pretty easy as the water level was
low.

All through Nolan’s and we continued on to the original Jardine Crossing which was showing big STOP signs
telling us the crossing is closed. It would be a nice area to camp, but the grass was very overgrown and
needed a tidy up. The crossing was a long one and something that you’d have to walk first, but with crocs in
the area, there was no way we going any further in this one.
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We backtracked to the track across to the PDR and up to the ferry. As we came out onto the PDR we
witnessed a trailer loose a wheel and complete a 360 deg rotation behind the tow vehicle. No one was hurt
and we helped with traffic control and to clean up the mess all over the road before moving on. We couldn’t
believe how fast people were driving this section of the PDR, they’re crazy!! The ferry got us onto the north
side of the Jardine after paying the $100 fare and giving us a long wait in the que.

Up to the campsite from here and we checked in at about 12:45pm. We were set up on the beach and took
to the washing machines to get our clothes smelling better. Steve’s tyre was checked out and it was leaking
from the bead, so we popped it off the bead and cleaned it up before reseating it and problem fixed. Jamie
had the same thing with his front left so we did the thing for his tyre. A little rain overnight again had us
sitting on the veranda of the shop which was just behind us. This was a great place to keep us dry.

Day Twelve – Loyalty Beach
Today’s Travel: 82kms
We headed for the tip today after breakfast and called into the Croc tent. We made our way by foot from the
carpark for the last 700m to the tip. It was quite a rocky walk and had us climbing high over the head land
and down to the rocks at the Northernmost point of the mainland. All the photos and all the fun at the Tip
were great! It was a free day after this for our group to catch upon shopping and other bits’n’pieces.
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Tanya and Matt had to visit the mechanic to pick up their new front panhard rod bushes and have them
fitted, Ken & Colleen had to visit the mechanic to get the car checked as it had warning lights on and wasn’t
shifting properly. Ken’s car wouldn’t start after he returned from the mechanic so he was on the phone to
his mechanic in Sydney for some pointers. He had to check some plugs on the transmission control module
and found that one wasn’t put back together properly. Ken sorted it and the car starts again now, but he still
has the lights on his dash. At 4:45pm Tanya returned with the bushes in hand and not in the panhard rod so
we devised a plan to change them ourselves at the campsite. Tanya managed to get us into the work shed
at the campsite, which had an old 4” vice on a wooden bench and bunch of old farming tools. The vice had
a jaw missing and a bent bolt in the front to tighten it. One bush came out easily (it actually fell out in Matts
hand) and the other end needed to be cut out with the only cutting tool we had, a hacksaw. It took a while,
but we eventually chewed through the steel taking turns on the hacksaw until we could knock it out of the
housing. That done we started on the task of getting the new bushings in. Try, try, try, try and eventually
we had everything in place to hold the panhard and bushes in place to squeeze the vice and start them
moving into the housing. We got the panhard back on the car at about 7:15pm. A shower and dinner before
beers and relax! It was raining quite heavy for a good while and everything was wet again.
Day Thirteen: Loyalty Beach to Elliott Falls
Today’s Travel: 97kms
It rained again overnight so we packed up our wet gear before leaving at 9am. Ken had a couple of warning
lights on his car still so Steve plugged in the ScanGaugeII and cleared the codes. Seems a transmission shift
problem was evident. The sun came out as we were leaving as it started to get really hot and muggy. We
headed down to the 2 WWII plane crash sites to check them out, take photos and read about the history
from the plaques. There are heaps of old fuel drums in scattered areas around the bush.
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From there we headed for the ferry down the PDR. It still amazes me that people drive the way they do. We
had a car overtaking us one by one down the PDR in the dust and through crazy corrugations all with
oncoming traffic! Anyways, the ferry had no line up today and we got straight on and across before their
lunch break and had morning tea at about 11:30am on the south side of the Jardine. The plan was to head
down the PDR and into Elliott falls for the night, we made camp at about 5pm as we decided to go back out
to the OTT and head south. Nolans was OK still so caused no problems to anyone. Further south there are a
couple of fords that are much tougher, and we made it through OK. On to Cypress Creek and across the log
bridge, onto Cannibal then Mistake and the 180 degree turn at Sam Creek where we had to give the Navara
a little assistance on the end of the snatch strap. Canal Creek was last for us today before we headed into the
Elliott Falls campgrounds.

Jamie had another slow leak in the other front tyre and it was another bead full of the ground up river rock.
Jamie cracked the bead and sorted it out before a swim. A quick setup and we were off to the falls for a
swim, first at “The Saucepan” and then Elliott Falls. We settled in for dinner and a camp fire for the night.

Day Fourteen – Elliott Falls to Dulhunty River via Captain Billy’s Landing.
Today’s Travel: 141kms
More rain overnight again made for a wet pack up. We still managed to leave camp at 8:08am and head
southbound on the OTT to the PDR. A short run down the PDR had us turning off towards Captain Billy’s
Landing for the 30km run to the beach. It was a beautiful drive through partial rainforest and heathland
climbing to 140m before the drop into the landing. We stopped at a couple of lookouts for photos on the
way in which had a great view of the coastal escarpment. It was windy down on the beach but nice to be out
of the cars walking around and on the sand. We had a good look around the landing that was built in 1880
to load out the livestock from the local area. There are toilets and a shelter at the open and flat campsite
with plenty of room for a group to stay at. This was our morning tea break which also gave Ken a chance to
check his car for a few errors and clear the codes from the computer.
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At about 11:30am we moved off from morning tea, headed back to the PDR and down past the Heathland
Ranger Station to the OTT on the south side of Gunshot. We stopped for lunch Bertie Creek shortly after
joining the OTT. We set off after lunch at 2:30pm and continued heading along the OTT. We soon came to
the Dulhunty and decided that we’d camp for the night on the north side (which is the quieter side). We all
found a place to set up our camp and settled in to the swim in the river just below the water fall at the
crossing. The water was cool, but really, really nice. Happy hour came and went and there was no sign of
rain, yippee!! Dinner for all and then to the fire to relax.

Day Fifteen – Dulhunty River to Moreton Telegraph Station
Today’s Travel: 66kms
Last night was the first night in what seems like forever that we didn’t have rain, yippee!! We packed up in
the dry (yippee!) and we were all ready to move by 8am and continue heading south on the OTT towards our
last crossing at Palm Creek. There were a few creeks to cross and some more corrugations to negotiate on
our last 30kms of the OTT before getting to Palm and we passed plenty of fourbies towing trailers along the
way. Not sure how many get out the other end without damage. We got to Palm and found the crossing that
we could get through, there were 3 to choose from and we decided that all 7 cars would come through.
There was a short wait as standard Colorado and a Prado with a trailer got winched out on the north side
before we could enter. The Colorado had no recovery gear, no recovery points and was on road tyres! The
Prado did better but got stuck trying to drag his trailer up the steep and slippery rutted clay exit. All clear
and we were called across by Jason who was our control point on the far side. There were quite a group of
cars on the other side and plenty of people to watch us come through. One by one we came across and up
the south side, the Navara got 3/4 ‘s of the way up and needed a gentle snatch strap tow the rest of the way
as did the D-Max who was still having transmission problems. The rest of us came through without troubles.

THE way down into the creek …………………………………………………………. and then the way up out
The south side was cluttered with fourbies and trailers whom we left to decide their fate at the crossing. We
continued to Bramwell Roadhouse for morning tea and photo shoot after completing the OTT in both
directions. It was onto Moreton Telegraph Station for our overnight stay tonight, which was only 50kms
away. We arrived about lunch time and set up after signing in. It was a beautiful day and really nice to relax
for the afternoon. Some tried fishing in the Wenlock, some washed clothes, most hung out wet stuff to dry.
Marcel had a surprise in the shower block being met by a naked young female backpacker in the gent’s
shower, happy days. The fire was burning again tonight and we all settled in for a night of laughter.
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Day Sixteen – Moreton Telegraph Station to Merluna Station via Weipa
Today’s Travel: 331kms
The morning came after a beautifully clear night but with a heavy dew. We packed up wet gear again, but at
least it wasn’t raining!! Moreton is a nice place to stay with grass and clean amenities. We set off at 8:05am
to our next destination of Merluna Station and due to the great conditions of the roads we went into Weipa
first for a 3 hour look around. Ken took the opportunity to get his car looked at in Gulf Spares and Repairs
who found the transmission was full of water. They were going to drop and flush the oil before trying it again
to see if the gear change problems had gone away. If not they would have to order a new gear change
mechanism from Melbourne on Monday.

Ken and Colleen took up residency at the local caravan park as they were in for a wait of at least overnight.
We bid Ken and Colleen a sad farewell at 1:30pm before heading to Merluna Station. Heading back out on
the main road we got stopped at the boom gates near the edge of town to wait for the huge dump trucks
from the mine. The haul road comes right across the main road into and out from town, so everyone has to
cross it’s path. They are really big beside the Patrol!!
We back tracked down to the intersection where we’d
earlier come out and headed south past it to our
turnoff to Merluna. It’s about 12kms in from the road
and has good signage to guide you in. We met up in
the carpark area and headed to the reception as a
group. We met Michelle and Cameron (the owners)
and Paul and Jenny (the visiting helpers) who told us
all about the place and what to do. Merluna is
416,000 acres!! Merluna offer a two course evening
meal and a cooked breakfast the following day which
we all ordered. They have a pool which we all had a
swim in and the kids played to their hearts content.
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The showers were great and happy hour was on until the dinner was served at 7pm. Wow, what a meal!
Steak, Ribs, Sausages, Chicken and a full array of salads. They also had sliced curried egg’s and other extras.
Desert was ice cream, cheese cake, banana custard with tea or coffee. We were offered seconds, but we
were all so full that we couldn’t fit it in. Cameron came and sat with us for an hour or so and it was great
talking to him about his property and what they do. Mark and Cameron had lots in common to talk about
and we all enjoyed the banter until bed time.

Day Seventeen – Merluna Station to Twin Lagoons Camp Oyala Thumunga NP
Today’s Travel: 115kms
We had a little sleep in today as we only had to pack our tents. The lovely people at Merluna cooked us
bacon and eggs with toast and tea / coffee this morning. Thanks Cameron and Michelle!! Hollie was speaking
to Cameron last night and mentioned that she wouldn’t mind riding the horse in the paddock behind. Lucky
for Hollie, Cameron brought the horse “Lukey” around for a ride.

We all had a great breaky before bidding a fond farewell and setting off for our next overnight stop at Twin
Lagoons campground in Oyala Thumunga NP. We came out onto and went down the PDR to Archer River
Roadhouse where we refuelled and had morning tea at around 10:30am. Heading towards Coen we had
another leg of about 60kms on the PDR before turning off just before the Quarantine Station into the National
Park. This park has had more names than we can remember. It was a long drive of around 100kms to the
camp inside the NP and we decided to continue without a lunch break as we were all still full from last night’s
meal and this morning’s breakfast. Arriving at about 2:10pm we decided to explore a little further on to see
if there were any better campsites on the Archer River. The Archer River was wide and flowing but was about
25 metres below the campsite through thick scrub, so we decided to go back to where we booked at Twin
Lagoons. We had a very large area beside a lagoon with another lagoon not too far away for our camp and
we were just far enough away from the water’s edge to be safe. It was hot and dry in this country but as the
sun fell we got plenty of shade from the trees in the lagoon. There was a gentle breeze as we all went about
our business of setting up camp and sorting the fire out. We strung lines for wet clothes and towels and
everything dried in record time. Jamie, Mark, Jake and Jason went fishing at another lagoon to try their luck,
whilst Tanya and Matt fished at Twin Lagoons. Just on dusk the fish started biting and first Matt, then Jason
hauled in a plateable one from the lagoon where we were camping. That was it though, no more fish were
to be seen. It was a lovely afternoon sitting around relaxing and the fire looked like it would burn for a month.
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Day Eighteen – Twin Lagoons to Hann River Roadhouse
Today’s Travel: 267kms
It was really dry overnight and with only a light dew this morning as we awoke to another great day. The
moon was going down in the west as the rising sun lit the eastern sky. Jamie cooked some scones in the
camp oven on the fire before we spread it out to cool. We headed off towards Rokeby to find a track
returning us to Coen along the Coen River. We found the track but it was closed with a locked gate and No
Entry signs, so we back tracked and headed out of the NP to the PDR the same way we came in. On the PDR
just before Coen is the Quarantine Station and as we all had a heap of fruit and vegies on board still we
stopped before it for a feast and to get everything out to show the checkpoint. This was also our morning
tea break at about 10:30am. As it was, the station was closed so we sailed on by without a worry in the
world. It seems that Sunday is a day off for the bug’s as well. We passed through Coen and “S”Exchange
Hotel and travelled the 108kms to Musgrave Roadhouse where we were going to stay tonight. As it was only
about 1pm we stopped for lunch and then pushed on a further 65 kms to Hann River Roadhouse in search of
a swimming and fishing spot. We got to camp at about 3pm and were set up 45min’s later. There are hot
showers, flushing toilets and meals at the roadhouse. The Hann River has a small swimming hole and a fishing
hole down the river (apparently, as we couldn’t find them). Plenty of room for all of us to be together and a
couple of fire places. Happy hour was in the middle of camp as we’d set up around the outside of the area.
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Day Nineteen – Hann River Roadhouse to Jowalbinna
Today’s Travel: 87kms
Everyone was up and ready early today after an early night. No rain again, but a heavy dew had everything
wet again this morning. We were heading off towards the Old Coach Track and our camp at Jowalbinna
tonight which wasn’t all that far away. Ken and Colleen had the all clear with the D-Max and were heading
off from Weipa in the hope to catch up with us by nightfall so they could join us in doing the Old Coach Track
tomorrow. Our first 95kms into Laura saw us on and off a maintained road with some parts smoother than
Sydney streets, but other parts that we had to slow down for due to the corrugations. We made Laura at
about 10:15am after leaving a bit before 8am. Laura is a quaint little town with a pub, a school, a shop and
an airstrip. It also has a medical clinic which is where Tanya came to earlier in the trip. We stopped a while
at the Mary Harris Memorial Park where we found the town hall, tennis courts and some old gold rush
memorabilia. Mary was a well known pioneer of the Cape York area, she ran the first road house at the
Palmer River Crossing before moving to Laura and built a café before running the post office. She passed
away in 1982.

From hear we wandered down the 30 odd kms towards Jowalbinna and found our way to the campsite via
the homestead which was unoccupied. A sign sent us to the bush camp, which was a few kms away down
the track. We found the campsite and explored the buildings and surroundings before settling on the banks
of the Little Laura
River. Although it was more like a creek, we found a place to sit around in the water and cool off. There is a
donkey water heater for showers and flush toilets with bull ants!! We were the only people at the place until
around 4pm when some others started to arrive. No problems with neighbours as there was heaps of space.
The fire that night was great as we had plenty of fuel and some huge logs. Just to give you an idea of the fire,
we sat about 8 metres away to start with due to the heat!! Ken got a message through to us on the Sat phone
that they made it to Laura and would see us before 8am in the morning. We all went to bed in anticipation
of the Old Coach Track tomorrow.
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Day Twenty – Jowalbinna to Mt Carbine
Today’s Travel: 195kms
Ken and Colleen arrived at about 6:30am after spending a night at the pub in Laura. It was great to see them
and great to have them back with us in the convoy. After we packed up and put the fire out we headed off
to the Old Coach Track at about 7:55am. Once on the track it wasn’t long before we were into it!! Literally
10 min’s from camp we were locked into low range and traversing some great obstacles, lifting wheels and
having a great time.
This continued all the way through to about 2pm when we found a place to stop for a break at nice little
water hole safe enough to get the feet wet and skip a few stones. Wow, what a track!!! The Navara needed
some assistance in some parts with opposing wheel holes and large rock steps, but got through without harm.
We weren’t even half way through the track when we stopped for our break so we had to decide whether to
keep going onto our booked stop at Mt Carbine or camp for the night…… It was decided that we’d continue
on, reaching Maytown at around 3pm.

DOWN HILL SECTION ON THE OLD COACH TRACK

UPHILL SECTION ON THE OLD COACH TRACK

WATER HOLE AT OUR LUNCH BREAK
ON THE OLD COACH TRACK

ROCK SKIPPING AT OUR LUNCH BREAK
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We wandered around Maytown looking at the plaques and imagining the old buildings and the way it must
have been out here in the day. Then historic society have erected a building from the era and have
information and a visitor’s book inside that’s worth the look.

There are heaps of tracks around Maytown and it’s definitely a place to stay for a couple of nights next time
to enjoy everything that there is to see. Time was getting on as we made our way towards the PDR which
was about 80kms away. The route out from Maytown to the PDR is a road, not a track so it was a little faster
going. It was undulating through the natural terrain and kept us busy with huge climbs and falls all the way.
It was a different drive to this morning’s low range but an impressive one all the same. It was just on dark as
we reached the PDR and pumped up our tyres for the run to Mt Carbine. We made a quick call to ensure
them that we were still coming and all was good. The run down the bitumen was about 70kms and that had
us arriving at 6:45pm. A couple stopped at the pub on the way through and ate before coming into the camp,
the rest of us caught up with the park managers and got familiar with our camping area before making dinner.
It had been a long day, but wow, what an awesome track!! We all slept well………..
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Day Twenty One – Mt Carbine to Undara
Today’s Travel: 274kms
A heavy dew greeted us again this morning for our pack up, but at least it wasn’t rain. A few needed fuel so
we went out the top end of the park towards the fuel station at the later time of 9am. It was our last day
together on the road as we headed on the bitumen for the Undara Lava tubes through Mareeba, Atherton
and Ravenshoe. We stopped off at Innot Hot Springs just before Mount Garnet and walked the creek of hot
water. Artesian water comes to the surface under pressure through a fault that runs beneath town after it
crosses a magma chamber only 600 metres down. It’s too hot to touch in some areas. The local van park
has a $10/head fee if you want to use their baths, the creek was more natural and good enough for us.

We arrived at Undara in the early afternoon and made ourselves welcome in the camp site. We had a huge
area to set up in and a camp kitchen of our own, called a Safari Shelter. Happy hour saw all sorts of items
came out of our cars, stuff that had been lost early on was found as we got lower and lower with our supplies.
We booked in for dinner at the open air restaurant and had a great night watching the State of Origin (apart
from the score) on the big screen from the fire place. It was getting noticeably colder at night now. We
wandered back to camp at about 10:30pm more than ready to crash for the night.
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Day Twenty Two – our last event for the trip
Today’s Travel: 0kms
This morning started with a heavy dew, but that didn’t stop the normal routine of packing up the camp. We
needed to be at the front of the office by 7:50am today as we were heading off on the ‘Adventure Explorer’
tour at 8am. There were about 6 mini busses parked in the area which are used for tours and there was a
huge group gathering. We found out from the guides that there were 2 tours leaving at the same time, ours
and another with about 30 people. We had our group of 16 plus 3 others. Our guide, Wes, took us aside and
explained what we were in for this morning for our 2 hour tour then it was onto the bus for the 15 minute
ride to the Lava Tubes. Commentary along the way informed us about the station and the family involved
with it, as well as the battles they had with the National Parks Dept. over the area and their property. Once
at the site we alighted from the bus and gathered at a sign where Wes explained more about the ecology of
the area and about the fires, flora and fauna. We headed down a short boardwalk with more commentary
and soon we were clambering down a rock face with a rope handrail to assist us. This was a small section of
the longest lava tube. Wow, it was huge and bigger than the tunnels around Sydney!! We walked and
listened to Wes and clambered out the other side en-route to another section. There is about 6.5kms of lava
tubes left, most can be entered but some are considered a confined space and need special training and
breathing gear. We entered the next section and which was a couple of hundred meters in length and dark
in the middle. It had a Y intersection where another tube joined it but had sealed off. We found the resident
moths, who keep themselves safe from the bats by vibrating their wings to become invisible to the bats sonar.
The micro bats are really small but we managed to see a couple just hanging around….. Wes was full of
information and a great guide.

We made our way back to the bus and back to the camp before having our last morning tea, getting some
more group photos and heading our own directions. Ken & Colleen went back to Cairns, The Hogg’s, Marcel
and the Robbo’s headed for Porcupine Gorge, Mark & Kay, Jamie and the Newsome’s all headed for
Townsville.
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Days 22 to 25 – The Trip Home
Day plus 0ne – Undara to Porcupine Gorge NP
After a sad goodbye we (Marcel, The Robbo’s and the Hogg’s) had a leisurely drive 350kms to the Pyramid
Campgrounds at Porcupine Gorge and had lunch at The Lynd Junction Roadhouse. After arriving at about
4pm to set up camp, we explored the local surrounds. This is a lovely place that deserves a return visit for a
few days as there is heaps to do right from the camp grounds. The lookout, Gorge track and other walking
tracks are all well marked and maintained. We had a great fire that kept us all warm until we hit the sack.
Today’s Travel: 302kms

Day plus Two – Porcupine Gorge to Lara Station
Up and about at 6am again to pack up and break camp by 8am, it was quite cool. We headed down to
Hughenden and then picked up the road to Muttaburra where we planned to have morning tea. It was about
10am when Steve called on the radio that he was pulling over due to a blown tyre. It was blown alright, the
tread had totally separated from the rest of the tyre with just the side walls being still on the rim. No damage
done and no emergency, we just got onto it and had it changed in no time. It appeared that a piece of fencing
iron was picked up in the track and punctured the tyre before it went down and overheated and destroyed
itself.
Morning tea after a fuel fill at Muttaburra and then
onto Longreach for lunch. We had about 130kms
to camp at Lara Station as we left Longreach at
about 2:30pm. Arriving at Lara we met the
caretakers at the camp and checked in for the
night. We could camp anywhere we liked, so a
drive around found us a nice spot near the hot
artesian pool and not too far from the bathrooms.
This is a lovely place too. A swim, happy hour,
showers, dinner and a big fire were all in order for
the afternoon.
Today’s Travel: 504kms
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Day plus Three – Lara Station to Kidman’s Camp Bourke
We had a big day in front of us, but knew that it was all on the bitumen so we could make good time. We
pointed south through Charleville and Cunnamulla to cross the boarder at Barringun and then the last leg to
North Bourke. Stopping every couple of hours kept us fresh and rested as well as fed and watered (& dewatered). We got into Kidman’s Camp at about 5:20pm where we had booked cabins for the night. The
roadhouse on the corner about 1km away was suggested for a meal, so we all headed down there to sample
the wares. What a great meal, a truckies meal to say the least!!
Today’s Travel: 771kms
Day plus Four – Bourke to Sydney
We knew we had some slow going heading to Sydney on our very last day of the trip so we headed off at
6am. Into town for fuel and well on our way by 6:30am. A stop at Nyngan for a toot break and then onto
Narromine for morning tea. Bathurst for lunch at Pantano’s Bar & Grill and then onto Sydney arriving home
at around 6pm. 12 hours door to door and still trying to make up my mind if I’m happy to be home or
not…………….
Today’s Travel: 725kms
Memorable Moments
1. Kenny’s Weather Reports
Every morning we’d get the Nissan News Weather Report.
2. Swan Dive Creek

3. The Thong Thief – who stole Jamie’s Havaiana’s?

4. The moving Tree’s – Scotty

NOTE: A special mention n going to Ken who reversed into a tree and then tried to take another tree with
him on his roof rack!!
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5. The Fire Crew

6. Jason’s great directions to get us through the harder stuff

The Stat’s
Trip Meter Distance Travelled:
7,780 km’s
GPS Distance Travelled:
8,385 km’s
Fuel Cost:
$1,593.36
Fuel Used:
1,127.89 litres
Ferry Costs:
Daintree –
$14 one way & Jardine - $100 two way.
Accommodation Costs:
$160.25 per head
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ANTENNA RAISING WORKING BEE
1-2 JULY 2017
Chris C
Tania & Fiona S
Stephen B
Bruce R
Dave K
Ron K
Chris & Rhiannon G
With all jobs, the fiddley parts of preparation are the first things to do. In this case, it was
attaching the antenna cable to the post with cable ties. Then it was getting all the
shackles, adjusting hooks and support plates ready to be attached.

Chris and Dave then got on the roof to attach the base plate to the top of the roof and do
some measuring. They realised that we didn’t have enough guy wire to complete the job,
so Bruce was sent into Goulburn with a shopping list. During the waiting time, they also
attached the smaller guy wire support plates.

Chris G was in the shed drilling holes in the wall, feeding through wires and installing the
radio.
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While all this was going on, I was in the shed making some adjustments to the shower
curtains. With all the stomping and banging that was going on above me, I was sure that
someone was about to fall through the roof. Luckily, that did not happen. Then when
nothing else could be done until Bruce’s return, the workers stopped for some lunch.

When Bruce returned with goods in hand, it was time to measure, cut and attach the guy
wires to the mast. They were coiled up and held with cable ties, then the stabilising ropes
were attached.

The time had finally come to lift the antenna on to the roof, however lifting it off the ground
had a familiar look to it, though not quite as grand.

Club Land

Iwo Jima

Fiona and Rhiannon were put to work on the roof, each holding a stabilising rope. While
Harry and Ron were on the ground with their stabilising ropes.
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Then Dave and Chris G joined Chris C to lift the antenna on to the roof. With no real plan
– just a few ideas – they slowly walked the mast up to the centre of the roof. Next, what
we all thought was going to be the hardest move of all, lifting the mast onto the base plate.
As it turned out, the 3 lifters with the 4 stabilisers made it look very easy, and within a few
seconds, the job was done.

The next job to do was securing the eight guy wires to the roof. Chris C supported the
mast, while Dave and Chris G attached the wires. Meanwhile the 4 stabilisers were still
doing their job keeping the mast straight. Making the most of every situation, Harry made
himself as comfortable as possible.

With the guy wires now secured and the stabilising ropes removed, it was time for a pat on
the back for a job well done. The wires to the solar system were attached, then the girls
went for a drive around the boundary to test the distance. Ron then left us for home and
tested the radio on his way out. It worked better than expected, especially when Dave left
later that afternoon to call us from Windellama Hall.
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Later that night, we went for dinner at the Loaded Dog, where we had a great meal there
as usual, then Chris G and Rhiannon said their goodbyes and went home. On our return
to the shed, we found that the solar lights were not working. Using torches, Chris and
Harry checked the connections to the battery, but decided to leave this job till the morning
for better light so they could actually see what they were doing.
Sunday morning they realised that disconnecting the lights from the battery meant that
everything had to be manually reset. Going through the steps that was being displayed on
the panel, they eventually got the lights reset and everything was working as it should.
Thanks to all those who came out to help and to those who couldn’t make it, but gave the
advice and did the shopping for all the bits & pieces.
Report and photos by TS.

Open for Lunch 7 Days - 12-2pm
Dinner Fri & Sat - 6-8.30pm, Sun 6-8pm
Nicole's Fish n Chips Thursday 6-8pm
Kids eat free on Friday nights.

Hoteliers

Nicole & Mark Ryan
WALLACE ST
TARAGO NSW 2580
PH: (02) 4849 4499
FAX: (02) 4849 4603

Restaurant - Special Occasions
Beer Garden - Open fireplaces
Plasma TV - Accommodation
Live Music every 3rd Saturday of the
month (Feb-Nov & NYE)

www.loadeddoghotel.com
loadeddoghoteltarago@gmail.com
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CLUB SHOP
RECOVERY GEAR
Snatch Strap
Chain & Grab Hooks

Bow Shackle
Tyre Gauge
Gloves
Tree Trunk Protector
Winch Extension Strap
Snatch Block
Recovery Hitch & Shackle
Winch Cable Dampner
ARB Compressor Kit
ARB Air Compressor
ARB Air Hose Kit
ARB Speedy Seal Kit
Staun Tyre Deflators
Hi-Lift Jack
Hi-Lift Jack Bumper Lift Kit
ARB Recovery Bag

Spanset brand 9m x 60mmx 8,000kg
1.75m x 7mm alloy Grade 80 chain & 2 grab hooks
3m x 7mm alloy Grade 80 chain & 2 grab hooks
6m x 7mm alloy Grade 80 chain & 2 grab hooks
4.7t SWL Grade S - Complies with AS 2741
3.2t SWL Grade S - Complies with AS 2741
3psi to 60psi - includes storage case
Made with soft cow hide leather
Black Rat brand 3m x 75mm x 8,000kg
Spanset brand 30m x 50mm x 4,000kg
Black Rat brand 8,000kg - suits 6-12mm cable
Tigerz11 brand 10,000kg - 11mm cable diameter
Tigerz11 brand - fits towbar box section
Tigerz11 brand - a must for all winching exercises
Fully equipped boxed kit - includes hose kit
For fixed mounting in your car's interior or engine bay
Ideal kit for vehicle mounted air compressor
Emergency tyre plug repair kit
Set & forget, hands free tyre deflators - Set of 4
Genuine Hi-Lift jack brand as sold by ARB
Secure hook for bumper. For use with Hi-Lift Jack.
SMALL size - perfect for storing your recovery gear

$ 55.00
35.00
48.00
85.00
10.00
8.00
19.00
6.00
35.00
80.00
40.00
35.00
35.00
32.00
320.00
265.00
45.00
55.00
75.00
160.00
55.00
55.00

4WD ACCESSORIES
UHF Aerial
Roo Lite Light kit
Windscreen Repair Kit
FixAll Tape
Diff Breather Extender Kit
Dual LED Strip Light
Kaymar Telescopic Light
BBQ Plate
Campfire Tripod
Water Bag

GME AE4018K1 - includes aerial & base
GME AE4705 - includes aerial & base
180mm driving light kit complete with wiring harness
DIY windscreen repair kit - fits in glove box
Fix split hoses, tubes & leaks price per roll
Reduce the chance of water ingress - with all fittings
Yellow LED deters insects - White LED for bright light
Mount on to a Kaymar Rear bar spare wheel holder
Medium Size - with stand
4' high - ideal for bush camp cooking
Traditional Water bag for mounting on bull bar
NOTE:

Some items may be out of stock and do not appear on this list.
To place your order, please contact
Michael
for purchase, payment and pick-up.
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$125.00
210.00
235.00
26.00
10.00
70.00
35.00
222.00
68.00
40.00
50.00

CLUB APPAREL
NOW AVAILABLE ONLINE








You can now purchase Club apparel online.
Make your order through the link on the Club’s website.
You deal directly with our supplier.
Large range of sizes are available. Measurements are on website.
Payment can be made by the various options provided.
Pick up from their warehouse or have them delivered to your address.
Samples only will soon be available in the Club Shop.

NPC Arena Jacket - Adults only sizes
Arena jacket made from Rip Stop, 105gsm –
100% Polyester Rip Stop with PU Coating Breathability: 3000mm.
Description: Contrast colour on side panels & sleeves with piping,
raglan sleeves with elasticated adjustable cuffs, concealed detachable
hood, two side pockets with zip closure, front storm flap with concealed
studs, polar fleece lining with pockets with club logo embroidered on the
front left chest.
Sizes:
Price:
2XS, XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 5XL, 7XL
$83.00

NPC Croxton Hoodie - Adults & Children sizes
Croxton Hoodie made from Cotton Blend 320gsm –
65% Polyester, 35% Cotton Fleece.
On trend fashion hoodie, with contrast shoulder panels and side piping.
Contemporary fashion fit. The ultimate in casual comfort.
Club logo embroidered on the front left chest.
Adult Sizes:
Price:
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 5XL.
$49.00
Children Sizes:
Price:
4K, 6K, 8K, 10K, 12K, 14K.
$44.00

NPC Stadium Jacket - Adults & Children sizes
Stadium Jacket made from Oxford Shell, 155gsm –
Outer - 100% Polyester.
Superb tailoring makes this a most practical cool weather garment.
Water repellent Oxford shell, inner with thick anti-pill polar fleece,
Hideaway hood with drawstring closure. Front chunky zip under pressstudded storm flap, high wind collar and adjustable cuff with velcro flap,
club logo embroidered on the front left chest.
Adult Sizes:
Price:
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL.
$69.00
Children sizes:
Price:
4K-6K, 6K-8K, 8K-10K, 10K-12K, 12K-14K.
$63.00

NPC Scarf
Nissan Patrol club polar fleece scarf with club logo embroidered on one
end. Size 170 cm length x 22.5 cm width. Colours: Red or Navy.
Minimum Order of 10 Price: $24.00
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CLUB APPAREL
NOW AVAILABLE ONLINE
NPC Reversible Vest - Adults only sizes
Reversible Vest made with Polar Fleece/Micro Fibre,
100% Polyester.
One side Polar Fleece fabric & other shower proof Micro Fibre. Hidden
zips in both side seams for invisible embroidery access. Size label in left
front pocket. A favourite style for sailing, water sports, cycling, walking &
active lifestyles. with club logo embroidered on the front left chest.
Sizes:
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL.

Price:
$68.00

NPC Winner Polo – Men’s, Ladies & Children sizes
Winner Polo made from True-Dry® Mesh 160gsm –
60% Cotton, 40% Polyester.
Contrast shoulder & side to highlight team/corporate colours.
Natural cotton backing makes it comfortable to wear with club logo
embroidered on the front left chest.
Men’s Sizes:
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL, 5XL
Ladies Sizes:
6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18.
Children Sizes:
4K, 6K, 8K, 10K, 12K, 14K.

Price:
$40.00
Price:
$38.00
Price:
$37.00

NPC Sunset Tri Colour Cap
Sunset Tri Colour Cap made with Heavy Brushed Cotton,
100% Cotton.
6 panel structured laid back front. Pre-curved peak with 3 colours on
peak and crown. Short velcro crossover with club logo embroidered on
the front centre of the cap.
Price: $20.00

NPC Micro Fleece Beanie
Nissan Patrol Club Micro Fleece Beanie with embroidered club logo on
front centre. Colours: Red or Navy.
Price: $19.00

If your old club shirts are ready to be thrown out,
please give them to Tania for recycling.
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CLUB LIBRARY
BOOKS

BK
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Best 4WD Adventure Treks No 2
Broken Hill - The Accessible Outback
Bush Camps & Rest Areas Around Australia (1)
Bush Camps & Rest Areas Around Australia (2)
Bush Camps & Rest Areas Around Australia (3)
Camping Guide to NSW - 1st edition
Camping Guide to NSW - 4th edition
Camping Guide to NSW - 5th edition
Camping Guide to Queensland - 3rd edition
Camping in Queensland - 7th edition
Camping Guide to South Australia - 3rd edition
Camping Guide to Tasmania - 2nd edition
Camping Guide to Tasmania - 4th edition
Camping Guide to Victoria - 2nd edition
Camping Guide to Victoria - 4th edition
Camping Guide to Western Australia - 2nd edition
Explore Australia Camping Chef
Fraser Island
Fraser Island
HF Radio for Travellers
NPC Tasmanian Tour 2005 Guide Book
One for the Road
The Outback Way - Perth to Cairns
The Snowy Mountains - Australia's High country
Tasmania - National Parks, Forests & Waterways
Victoria: Off the Beaten Track
VKS-737 Radio Network Reference Manual
Welcome to Central Australia Tourist Guide
WA & NT Tourist Guide
WA Caravan & Camper 50 Best Road Trips
Your Entry Into Amateur Radio
4WD Tracks of the High Country
4WD Touring - South East NSW & East Gippsland

SM
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Nissan Patrol Model 160 & 61 Series (Folder)
Nissan Patrol Model 160 & 61 Series (Binder) (1)
Nissan Patrol Model 160 & 61 Series (Binder) (2)
Nissan Patrol Model 160 & 61 Series (Book)
Nissan Patrol Model 160 Series Supplement 2
Nissan Engine Model P (1)
Nissan Engine Model P (2)
Nissan/Datsun Model SD22 & SD33 (1)
Nissan/Datsun Model SD22 & SD33 (2)
Nissan Model SD Diesel Engine - 2nd Revision

CD
1
2

Rotronics Catalogue
The Shepparton Talk by Len Beadell

SERVICE MANUALS

CD - AUDIO
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MG
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

MAGAZINES
Australian 4WD Monthly Feb 2001 (Trials 2000)
Australian 4WD Monthly No 45
Australian 4WD Monthly No 90
Australian 4WD Monthly - The Driving Guide
Australian 4WD Monthly Recovery Guide
Australian 4WD Action Going Bush on a Budget
4x4 Australia No 257
4x4 Australia No 265
Network News August 2006
Network News December 2006
Network News April 2007
Network News Spring 2007
Bushdriver Vol 22 No 5 (w NPC Trials 2000)
TLCC News Vol 32 No 6
Nissan News July 2010
NPC Nissan News April 2008
NPC Nissan News October 2008
NPC Nissan News January 2009
NPC Nissan News October 2009
NPC Nissan News January 2010
NPC Nissan News July 2010
NPC Nissan News January 2011

VIDEO

AV
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

The Australian High Country
Big Red to the Beach (1)
Big Red to the Beach (2)
Circle the Gulf
Fred's Hill February 1998
Journey to the Kimberley
Kimberley Adventure Guide
Nissan 4WD CCVT 1992
Nissan 4WD CCVT 1993
Nissan 4WD CCVT 1994
Nissan 4WD CCVT 1995
NPC 2001 Nissan Trials (1)
NPC 2001 Nissan Trials (2)
South Oz Odyssey
Top End Adventures Part 1 )
Top End Adventures Part 2 ) - 3 part Box Set
Top End Adventures Part 3 )
Tuff Truck Challenge 2001
Woodpecker Gully Challenge 1999
Woodpecker Gully Challenge 2000
4WD to Adventure
4WD Jamboree 2000

US
1
2

American Top Truck Challenge 1999 Pt 1
American Top Truck Challenge 1999 Pt 2

VIDEO - US UHS

CLUB LIBRARY
DVD's
DVD
1
2
3
4
5
6
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13
14
15
16)
17)
18
19)
20)
21)
22)
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Hilux Recovery - River Island - 1 July 2006
The Makings of Milo - 4WD Action Mag
Roothy's Outback Adventure
"First in Class" - Custom V8 TD Troopy
Bundy on a Budget
2007 Ute on the Year + Adelaide to Alice
Best 4WD of 2008 + Tackling NT's Remote Areas
Custom Truck Mania + Landcruiser Mountain park
3 Wild Custom Trucks + Watagans
The Hard Road - Cape York
To the Tip and Back - Cape York
Bush on a Budget
Hardcore 4WD Action - Tuff Truck 2009
Tropical Tourers
Cool Runnings - Off-road Tips & Techniques
How to 4WD - Complete Driver Training Guide (1)
How to 4WD - Complete Driver Training Guide (2)
Moreton Island
Fraser Island
Bush Mechanic Challenge
Bush Mechanic Challenge No 2
Tasmania's Wild, Wild West Adventure (1)
Tasmania's Wild, Wild West Adventure (2)
2007 Ute of the Year - Adelaide to Alice
Moreton Island
Bundy on a Budget
The Makings of Milo + 3 Custom Trucks
100 Not Out
Down & Dirty
Head for the Hills! - Hill End + Navara D22
Back to the Outback (1)
Back to the Outback (2)
Roothy wrangles LEVUKA 4WD Park + 6 Custom Trucks
Bush Mechanic Challenge Part 1
Bush Mechanic Challenge Part 2 + Jeep Jamboree
Coastal Capers - SA Coastline + Jeep Jamboree (1)
Coastal Capers - SA Coastline + Jeep Jamboree (2)
Coastal Capers - SA Coastline + Jeep Jamboree (3)
Big Gun Battle - Nissan v Toyota
The Flinders Ranges (1)
The Flinders Ranges (2)
Milo's Mates - Custom 40's
5 Custom 4WD's + Off-road World Challenge
Cape York + 4 Best Customs
Murchison Madness - WA's Best Off-road Destination
Recovery Special
Roothy Explores Coffs
Back in the Kimberley
Flinders Ranges

If you would like to borrow an item from the Library,
please contact Paul
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TRADE DIRECTORY
Free Business Card Advertising for Club Members

PRINT
Andrew McLennan
0410 624 001
andrew@abfprint.com.au

ABF Print Pty Limited
3 Argyle Street
ARNCLIFFE NSW 2205
P: 02 9567 2877
www.abfprint.com.au
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Thousands of components available online.
Do yourself a favour - compare our prices!!

Call 03 9735 9099
sales@patrolapart.com.au
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NISSAN PATROL 4WD CLUB
of NSW & ACT Inc.
www.nissanpatrolclub.org

The Club Shed

Driver Training

Son of Trials

Club Trips
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